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TUBE
TUBE XL
SOFA TUBE

NEWS FROM PUSKU PUSKU

TUBE FAMILY

TUBE
Lithuanian passion, Italian design!

TUBE XL

SOFA TUBE

For extraordinary relaxation!

An Italian-designed sofa for two!
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NEWS FROM PUSKU PUSKU

TUBE

Lithuanian passion, Italian design!
Tube is elliptically tubular bean bag, which is the best alternative to usual chair. The fabric of handmade
bean bags is cut diagonally and joined, thus creating a stylish geometric composition. This piece of
furniture is distinguished by the combination of two different colours, making it easily recognizable and
pleasing to the eye. The bean bag Tube can be used both outdoors and indoors, as only specially selected
durable fabrics are used for the manufacture of armchair. Tube is a bean bag created in Italy and made in
Lithuania that will become a bright accent in every house.

Length: 120 cm
80 cm

Height: 80 cm
Width: 73 cm

120 cm

Volume: 360 L
360 L

Handmade
With inner bag

73 cm
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TUBE XL

For extraordinary relaxation!
The TUBE XL model was created by Italian product designer Francesco Costacurta and is made and
assembled by Pusku pusku in Lithuania. One or two people can rest comfortably on this hand-made bean
bag, making it quite universal. It’s suitable for terraces, living rooms or offices. The special construction of
the internal bag lets it maintain a stable armchair shape and the comfortable backrest ensures comfort and
relaxation. Tube XL is the best choice for anyone searching for a comfortable, unique and exceptional piece
of furniture for a great rest.

Length: 120 cm
80 cm

Height: 80 cm
Width: 100 cm

120 cm

Volume: 560 L
560 L

Handmade
With inner bag

100 cm
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SOFA TUBE

An Italian-designed sofa for two!
Sofa Tube is an Italian-designed sofa made for two people to rest comfortably. This bean bag model was
created by an Italian product designer named Francesco Costacurta who represents a company called Why
Not in Milan. This hand-made furniture is made with a comfortable backrest to lean against. The new inner
bag technology ensures an especially comfortable rest that several family members will be able to enjoy
simultaneously. This sofa can easily be carried over into another room, so this bean bag will become your
favourite oasis of rest. Sofa Tube is a great choice for those looking for an alternative to ordinary sofas and
a unique design solution for their home.

Length: 120 cm
Height: 80 cm

80 cm

Width: 135 cm
120 cm

Volume: 800 L
800 L

Handmade
With inner bag

135 cm
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POSSIBLE MODELS

DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING
ELSE IN YOUR MIND?

LET‘S GET IN TOUCH!
SALES@PUSKUPUSKU.COM
+370 699 67455
WWW.PUSKUPUSKU.COM

